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ABSTRACT
An effective technique to save power during scan based test
is to switch off unused scan chains. The results obtained
with this method strongly depend on the mapping of scan
flip-flops into scan chains, which determines how many chains
can be deactivated per pattern.
In this paper, a new method to cluster flip-flops into scan
chains is presented, which minimizes the power consumption
during test. It is not dependent on a test set and can improve the performance of any test power reduction technique
consequently. The approach does not specify any ordering
inside the chains and fits seamlessly to any standard tool for
scan chain integration.
The application of known test power reduction techniques
to the optimized scan chain configurations shows significant
improvements for large industrial circuits.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.8.1 [Hardware]: Performance and Reliability - Reliability, Testing and Fault-Tolerance

General Terms
Algorithms, Reliability

Keywords
Test, Design for Test, Low Power, Scan Design

1.

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic power consumption of a circuit under test is of
great concern. The elevated switching activity during the
test leads to increased power by almost a magnitude compared to functional mode [1]. High instantaneous power consumption may lead to increased noise, IR-drop and ground
bounce, resulting in undesired yield loss. High average power
requires additional cooling, may cause increased electro-migration or change the temperature distribution in the die.
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In addition to yield loss, this may result in early-life failures
or impact reliability in general [2].
Techniques such as the reduction of shift speed, circuit partitioning and extensive cooling have negative impact on test
cost and test quality. Hence, numerous methods for design
for test (DFT), automated test pattern generation (ATPG)
and test planning have been proposed and are employed
in high-volume manufacturing to reduce test power consumption [3]. For systems-on-a-chip and multi-core chips,
test scheduling and test planning methods efficiently test all
modules of a chip while keeping a constrained power budget
[1, 4, 5]. In scan-based testing, special attention is paid to
the switching activity during shifting. DFT techniques include special flip-flops which suppress output toggling during
shift and masking of useless patterns [3, 6].
Usually, multiple scan chains are employed for implementing a built-in self-test (BIST), embedded deterministic testing (EDT) or external test. State-of-the-art DFT allows to
disable the clocks of individual scan chains for diagnosis of
scan-cell failures [7]. This feature may also be used to reduce
power consumption significantly. Methods to automatically
disable some of the scan chains during certain times have
been proposed for deterministic test [8] and built-in selftest [9, 10].
For deterministic tests, the switching activity during shifting
can be reduced by filling don’t-care values in the test-cubes.
A common technique is to repeat the value of the most recent
care-bit [11, 12]. The same effect can be achieved by adding
a mask register [13, 14] or by using a shadow register [15].
The clustering of the scan-cells into chains has significant
impact on the aforementioned techniques. In scan chain
disabling, the set of chains that has to be enabled to detect a
specific fault should be as small as possible. Similarly, in Xfilling, the specified bits per pattern should be concentrated
in as few scan chains as possible to allow for long constant
runs in the remaining chains.
Up to now, scan chain organization for low power has mainly
concentrated on flip-flop reordering [16], which has severe
impact on the routing overhead, and special care has to be
taken such as in [17].
The approach presented here does not imply any scan chain
reordering but partitions the flip-flops into sets. Each set is
passed to a standard scan insertion tool which keeps all the
degrees of freedom for place and route. Scan insertion tools
partition the flip-flops at topological level anyway before layout synthesis for complexity reasons and allow the specification of constraints, e.g. [18]. The layout-aware minimization
of the routing overhead [19, 20] is done post-placement in the
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usual way. Hence, scan chain clustering does not introduce
any additional impact in the tool flow.
The clustering is independent of the test set and may be
combined with any of the power optimization techniques in
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In the sequel, the BIST-based
power optimization method from [10] is used to evaluate the
synthesized scan configurations for benchmark circuits and
large industrial circuits. Test power can be reduced by up
to 60% compared to scan chain configurations generated by
using a standard flow. The proposed algorithm has linear
complexity and is suitable for large industrial circuits.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 formalizes the partitioning problem for scan chain clustering
to maximize the power saving during scan test. Chapter
3 presents an efficient hyper-graph based partitioning algorithm. In chapter 4 the conducted experiments show an
additional power reduction of up to 50% on top of standard
low power techniques.
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Figure 2: Input cones of observers o

All the approaches mentioned in section 1 reduce the switching activity by disabling as many scan chains as possible
for each test pattern. The amount of disabled scan chains
mainly depends on the location of the flip-flops necessary to
sensitize and to observe the faults detectable by the pattern.
If these flip-flops are distributed over a minimum number of
chains a maximum number of chains can be disabled.
In order to detect a fault, an erroneous value has to be observed at one of the flip-flops of its output cone (Fig. 1).
Here we consider faults in the conditional stuck-at fault
model, which is capable to model any single defect [21].
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gether with o itself as the cone of o. Figure 2 shows three
cones including their observer flip-flops. The construction
of cones does only depend on the circuit structure and not
on the applied test set.
The goal of this work is to provide a scan chain clustering,
where the amount of chains spanned by a cone is minimal.
To optimize the scan-configurations, we model the circuit
topology by using a hypergraph. In this hypergraph H =
(V, E) the set of vertices V = {v1 , v2 , v3 , . . . , vn } represents
the scan elements of the circuit. The set of hyperedges E ⊆
P(V ) represents the set of cones derived from the circuit
structure.
Using this representation, for every observing flip-flop o a
hyper-edge is derived which includes the vertex vo corresponding to the flip-flop itself and all the vertices vi1 , vi2 , ...,
vin derived from its input cone. Since every flip-flop is a
potential observer, the number of hyperedges |E| equals the
number of vertices |V |.
Let k be the maximum number of scan chains, and t be
the maximum number of scan elements in one scan chain
(Fig. 3). The scan chain clustering problem is solved by
partitioning the hypergraph into k disjoint sets of vertices
not larger than t. The optimization objective for this partitioning is to minimize the amount of partitions spanned by
each edge, which is achieved by minimizing the global edge
cut (GEC):
GEC

=

X

(#spanned partitions(e) − 1)

(1)

e∈E

Figure 1: Input cone and output cone of fault f
Each flip-flop of the output cone of fault f defines its input
cone which covers f (Fig. 2). In general, each of these cones
is smaller than the so-called support of f [22], which is just
the union of all of these input cones.
It is sufficient to detect the fault f at just one observer flipflop o, and o and the flip-flops of its input cone should be
distributed across as few scan chains as possible.
In the sequel, we denote the input cone of a flip-flop o to-

3.

EFFICIENT SCAN CHAIN CLUSTERING

The problem of partitioning a graph into k balanced sets of
vertices while minimizing the edge cut is NP-complete [23].
For multi-million gate circuits it is impossible to solve this
NP-complete problem exactly. Instead, we present an efficient heuristic procedure which exploits application specific
properties of the posed problem.
Up to now, substantial research effort has been dedicated to
fast and reliable partitioning heuristics for graphs and hypergraphs aiming at different optimization criteria. Exam-
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Figure 4: Prepartitioning the two most strongly connected vertices.
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Figure 3: Embedded test scheme with k scan chains
of maximum size t
ples are spectral methods [23], min cut [24, 25], coarsening
[26] or variations of the Fiduccia Mattheyses algorithm [24].
All of these general heuristics do not target large problem
instances and are thus not applicable to the problem established here.
In the next sections we will introduce a linear time partitioning heuristic which works out for several hundred thousands
of vertices and hyperedges. First a cost function is presented
to evaluate partial solutions, the subsections deal with the
three phases of the algorithm, and finally some complexity
issues are discussed.

3.1

Evaluating Configurations

A configuration Π of the partitioning process is a state,
where s vertices were already assigned to partitions and
n − s vertices are left. A configuration is evaluated by a
cost function, which displays its quality and the difficulty to
complete the configuration. This is achieved by assigning a
label L(e) to each hyperedge e ∈ E. The label of an edge is
the number of partitions this edge is spanning in the current
configuration. The cost function is defined as the sum of all
these labels.
C(Π)

=

X

L(e)

(2)

e∈E

3.2

Initial Configurations

If the hypergraph is not connected, each of its connected
components can be processed independently in order to reduce complexity. All vertices in components smaller than t
are simply assigned to a single arbitrary partition, as this
can be done without cutting edges. Without loss of generality we consider the hypergraph as a connected component.
Figure 4 depicts some vertices, which induce a natural, initial partitioning of two vertices of the hypergraph as they
are the centers of two different strongly connected areas of
the hypergraph. If vertex 1 and vertex 2 are assigned to
two different partitions, the number of cut hyperedges will
still be minimal, and a partitioning algorithm to assign the
remaining vertices can be guided.
The initial configuration identifies k vertices like those in fig-

ure 4 and assigns1them to different, empty partitions. These
preassigned vertices will then attract all vertices in their
neighborhood to the same partition in the next steps.
The vertices to be prepartitioned are determined by evaluating the connectivity of each vertex. The method selects the
vertex with the most incident hyperedges and puts it into
the first partition. It then marks all incident hyperedges and
proceeds to find another vertex, with the most incident, not
yet marked, hyperedges. This is repeated until a vertex has
been assigned to all the k partitions.

3.3

Graph Partitioning

The main algorithm adds one vertex after the other to the
configuration obtained so far. The cost function evaluates
for each vertex, to which of the k partitions it should be
added. After the best partition has been found, the vertex
is assigned to this partition, and the labels and the cost
function are updated accordingly.
Not only the choice of the initial partitioning is important,
but also the order in which the vertices are processed. For
this reason, we also define a label L(v) for each vertex v ∈ V .
L(v)

=

max L(e)

{e|v∈e}

(3)

The label of a vertex is the maximum label of all the edges
incident to this vertex. The next vertex to choose for partitioning is one with maximum label and maximum incidence.
As the label cannot exceed k, we can find the next critical
vertex fast by storing the vertices in buckets according to
their label. The evaluation of the incidence can be done,
when the graph is built. Again the vertices are put into
buckets, and the next vertex is found in constant time.

3.4

Post-Partitioning

The process described above touches each vertex only once,
and some vertices may be partitioned based on incomplete
information. The post-processing step removes some of the
vertices considering their cost impact by re-evaluating the
corresponding partitioning decision.
The contribution of a vertex to the overall cost can be estimated by
C(v)

=

X
{e|v∈e}

L(e).

(4)

The vertices are ranked by their cost C(v), and according
to this ranking, the first 10% of vertices are removed. In
order to gain more freedom in repartitioning vertices, also
the 10% vertices ranked lowest are removed. These vertices
are partitioned as before a second time. But here, the order
in which the vertices are selected is based on the incidence of
a vertex, starting with the vertices with highest incidence.
The post-partitioning step can be applied to any configuration, which may be the original scan design or which may
be constructed by the clustering heuristic described above.
In cases where the original scan design has already been
optimized and should not be changed completely, the postpartitioning step may provide further gain.

3.5

Complexity Considerations

During each of the three steps — initial configuration, graph
partitioning, post processing — each of the n vertices is only
touched once. However, the number of operations during a
step depends on the cardinality of a hyperedge or on the
number of hyperedges the vertex is a member of.
The cardinality of a hyperedge corresponds to the size of an
input cone, and the number of hyperedges incident to one
vertex corresponds to the size of its output cone. In general,
the size of an input or output cone is independent of the
circuit size n and is limited by a constant, say c1 . However,
often we find a few signals connected to a very large number of flip-flops. Examples are buffer trees or asynchronous
signals. Again, the number of signals of this kind is limited in a real circuit for timing and regularity reasons to say
c2 . Putting this together, we get a complexity estimation of
c1 · n + c2 · n, which indicates a linear complexity with circuit dependent constants c1 , c2 . The results reported below
confirm this estimation.

4.

RESULTS

This section describes the evaluation of the presented method
by using a method for ”Scan Test Planning” similar to [10].
All described steps and methods were implemented in Java
with an in-house electronic design automation framework
and experiments were conducted for a large number of circuits described below.

4.1

Benchmarks and Industrial Circuits

Low power techniques with scan chain disabling are only
useful and required for rather large circuits, and only the
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# Scan
FFs

#
Faults

Random

largest designs are selected from the well known benchmark
sets. Table 1 shows the circuits, their basic properties and
the results.
The designs from ISCAS89 (denoted by s∗) and ITC99 (b∗)
do not contain any design for test (DFT) structures and
were extended for this article. The circuits provided by NXP
(p∗) already contained parallel scan chains generated by a
standard design flow. They represent typical properties of
industrial circuits, namely shorter paths and smaller output
cones as a consequence of the stronger optimization for high
clock rates and low area.
As an example for the application of the presented method
to a circuit with partial scan, the Synergistic Processing Element (SPE) of the CELL/B.E. chip was used. The self-test
architecture of the CELL/B.E. consists of 15 self-test domains (so called BIST-satellites), each with its own STUMPS
instance [27].

4.2

Experimental Setup

For all the designs, the test strategy is a built-in self-test
based on reseeding. All the test plans are generated for a test
set consisting of 200 seeds, each generating 1024 patterns.
Three different types of scan chain organizations were investigated. The original scan organization has been generated with standard tools for the industrial designs and with
topological algorithms for the benchmarks. For comparison
reasons, the results of a random scan insertion are reported.
Finally, the outcome of the presented clustering algorithm is
denoted as partition. As input for this clustering the number k and length t of scan chains were extracted from the
original scan organization.
The same set of seeds and the same pattern count were applied to all the configurations. With this setup, a scan chain
disabling technique similar to [10] was applied to all the configurations.

4.3

Results

The three columns denoted by ”# Detected Faults” show
the fault coverage obtained for the random, original and
partitioned clustering of scan chains by the same test setup.
As expected, there is no significant difference in the fault
coverage obtained for the three structures, the variations
seem to be just random.
The next column of table 1 presents the run time of the
clustering algorithm. Even for the largest circuits, the run

# Detected Faults
Original
Partition

Partition
Runtime (s)

% Power rel. original
Random
Partition

s38417

32

1770

32320

31556

31589

31663

7

212.89

37.72

s38584

32

1742

38358

36385

35989

36389

9

395.21

60.22

b17

32

1549

81330

70535

70300

70238

127

181.09

75.78

b18

32

3378

277976

239594

240385

239599

261

153.06

84.56

b19

32

6693

560696

479901

479834

479037

538

134.88

91.14

p286k

55

17713

648044

609609

610070

610072

10079

109.77

59.09

p330k

64

17226

547808

491079

491528

491464

4534

169.64

48.64

p388k

50

24065

856678

839075

839352

839004

2171

237.39

59.29

p418k

64

29205

688808

639787

639786

640146

6340

182.05

72.85

p951k

82

104624

1590490

1545320

1544906

1544512

6516

185.68

48.87

904303

637

904434

1653

SPE

32

40027

1065190

904534

904544

Table 1: Test results with 200 seeds and 1024 patterns each

378.82

93.56
* 102.55

time is less than three hours and could be reduced by another order of magnitude by an industrial implementation
style instead of Java prototyping. The depicted run times
confirm the expected linear scaling and the dependence on
the incidence factors c1 and c2 . p286k is an outlier regarding
the incidence factors and besides the impact on the run time
this also coincides to the power results, which are relatively
high if compared to results for other circuits but are still
dramatically reduced by the clustering.
The last two columns of table 1 report the impact on power
consumption. As a precise power consumption estimation
would require a circuit simulation for each shift cycle, the
power is estimated by computing the switching activity of all
the flip-flops for the sake of computation time. The numbers
are given in relation to the original scan configuration, i.e.
100% is the power after applying scan chain disabling to
the original configuration. The power required by a random
scan chain clustering exceeds this up to a factor of 4, and the
scan design of standard tools already leads to significantly
lower power consumption.
However, applying scan chain disabling to the clustering presented here outperforms the original configuration by far.
Just 30% to 60% of the power of the original configuration
are required for nearly all of the industrial circuits, only for
the SPE of the CELL/B.E. the savings seem to be moderate.
The number with an asterisk ∗ denotes the power, if the clustering algorithm is performed with the proposed initial configurations, graph partitioning and post-partitioning steps.
This fully automated flow reaches nearly the efficiency of
the hand-crafted solution. The original scan configuration
of the SPE has been created using a custom design flow
to meet special design targets. In contrast to most scan
designs, here the scan path was timed for full functional
speed [27]. Hence, the scan clustering was part of the functional logic and circuit design process and was conducted in a
hierarchical manner. For each unit of the circuit, the scan
configuration has been created using specially crafted tools
or even created and optimized manually. Consequently, the
scan clustering already exploits as much of the topological
information as possible in order to meet timing targets. If
this original clustering is taken as the initial configuration
for the post-partitioning step power consumption is reduced
further to 93.56%.
Summarizing, we presented a fully automated solution which
nearly reaches the quality of sophisticated, hand-crafted designs. If the procedure is applied to such a well optimized
structure, even further improvements are obtained. For a

Circuit

% Power

s38417

10.49

s38584

2.63

b17

38.35

b18

55.03

b19

62.93

p286k

53.83

p330k

28.40

p388k

24.50

p418k

39.95

p951k

26.27

SPE

23.83

Table 2: Power after scan clustering and disabling

standard scan design, the presented solution cuts down power
during test by another factor of 2 on average.
Table 2 shows the results of combining scan clustering and
disabling with respect to standard BIST. Now, 100% power
is the activity of the original scan configuration without disabling. The fault coverage is not changed.
The power required now lies inbetween 2.63% and 62.93%
of the standard test. In many cases, the values obtained
are below the power consumption in system mode. Further
reduction is not reasonable in order to have comparable operating conditions during test and system mode. Further
research will investigate the impact of the presented scheme
on the detection of non-target faults and defect coverage
[28].

5. CONCLUSION
The clustering of flip-flops into scan chains has significant
impact on the power savings obtainable during test. While
standard scan insertion methods already provide viable results, the presented clustering algorithm achieves substantial power reductions over standard methods. The algorithm
scales to large, industrial designs, and the power during the
test is reduced by more than a factor of 2 on average. The
resulting clustering fits perfectly into standard scan insertion design flows and does not constrain the optimization
techniques employed there.
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